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Stud·ent evaluations
completed, compiled

Stolley survey

reviewed by
adBymln
istrato rs
SHANNON FLYNN

jections to the scale of ranking
answers. After conferral with him,'
Student evaluations conducted as
the evaluation was changed
a project of student senate last somewhat, finally resulting in 40
questions to be answered on a scale
semester have now been tabulated
and compiled into book form:
from I to 5.
Copies will be available for the use of
Some departments, like Military
students choosing courses in the Science, r~fused to participate in the
library and at the information desk.
evaluation because they could not
Senate also hopes to make a copy spare the time at so late a date, or
available in the Registrar's office, ·because they didn't approve. Others,
pending Rev. Orrin T. Wheeler's like Communication Arts agreed to
decision.
do the evaluation and then did not.
T_his was the firsttime an attempt Still· others, like philosophy,
at such evaluations was made. Their cooperated enthusiastically. VIpurpose was to provide a guideline timately, there were 2,000 responses
for students choosing courses.
to the evaluation.
·
Tom Broo~:s; chairman of the _
A student wishing to find what
committee which conducted the other stuQents thought of a course he ·
evaluations, stresses that the is considering should look that
evaluations are in no way a threat to course up in the evaluation book.
the professor's job. Admjnistrators There he will find questions 1-40
can't fire a teacher
the basis of with the 1,1Umber and percentage of
what kind of evaluation he gets; it is students who gave each answer. The
simply a guide to help students find a answers to. the open-ended, essay
course to suit their individual needs type questions are not printed here.
and desires.
Rather, they will be on file with the
· The first task confronting Brooks . test file in the library.
·
and ,his committee last fall was .to .
J.3rooks feels the evaluations were
draw up an evaluation formtnat was. successful. this year. consi?cring. it
clear, concise and applicable to all ~as the first att~mpt ~t ~omething
fields from biology to philosophy to _like that. He feels the~ ~1ll.be even.
---"··=··-"·." a~gem e'nt•. ····T'o · ·d 0\ this/''·, mor~ successfu!.next:year,-now that
evilluations from o'ther- universities they've made firsnime mistakes and
were reviewed, ~nd some original are a ware. of the pitfalls, Members of
.. questions were added.
the S~c10logy, Psychology and
When the final evaluation was EducatiOn departments have already .
drawn· Up, department chairmen be.e~. COilt~cted for· their help and
were asked by senators ~or their cntlcts'!ls tn preparing next year's
cooperation in giving class time to evaluations; Senator Brooks hopes
Jill them out. Dr. Bieliauskas of the to h.~·ve the evaluation -questions
Psychology department raiseq ob- finalized shortly after spring break.
By PEG. CONNELLy

Managl!"g Editor
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The Marketing Research Survey
on Xavier University conducted by
Northlich, Stolley Inc. and Message
Factors, Inc., has. been completed.
The extensive study is being reviewed by Xavier.· administrators Fr.
Robert Mulligan, President of the
University, Mr. James Sassen, vicepresident for Public Relations and
Development, Fr. Francis Brennan,
Academic vice-president, and Rene
Durand, Director of Admissions.
The study consists of a profile of
the· university.. and a marketing
proposal.
Mulligan, Sassen, Brennan and.
Durand have held three meetings to
discuss their reaction to the survey.
They are compiling a reporno pre~
sent the "official university"
response to the Northlich Stolley
study at the May 3 Board of Trustees
'meeting.
.
Distribution of the 50 copies of the
survey began on March. 18. According to Rene DuranJI, copies have
been released to the Chairman ofthe
. Faculty Committee, the Deans, the
·I i ~rary, ·.the, ... University vicepreside'nts, ·the Board· of Trustees
th~ student· government president:
and the Xavier News. : : .. __, . :· ·
. THe . rhar.keti~g research ··study
began m.m1d-July 1976 (ref. News
Sept. 30, 1976). Qtiestionaires were
sent to enrolled Xavier students,
faculty, alumni, administrate. and
students who had expressed an interest _in Xavier. but who did not
e.nroll. The purpose of this investiga. t10n was to determine perceptions of
the University and on the basis of
this profile, to formulate ari effective
marketing. approach to . reach
·prospective students.
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Development Office

Alcohol.sm stud-y
started at X

Non-tuitional monies
.fund varied- projects

By RICH LECHLEITEK
New• SteH Wrltar

_T-HURSDAY, APRIL 7, 1977

•

"Task Fore~ on Alcoholism "
headed by Assistant . Dean Peggy
Dillon, is a newly founded committee at Xavier composed of about
10 members of various interests in- .
eluding students, faculty, Jesuits ·a
local alcoholism professional, arid a
psychology staff member of the University.
.
·
· Dr. Earl Kronenberger, another .
member of the Ta'sk Force, says that
the group's primary interest at' this
time .is gathering information. They
are try.ing to determine the scope of
the dnnking ·problem and to contribute ~emedial insight.
However. Dr. Kronenberger
. stressed the need for some research
into the problem, namely a survey of
students. However, he anticipates·
little co:operation from -students.
The Task Force intends to institute a type of educational' ap- ·
proach-to helping those with drink- .
ing problems by providing information ·about alcoholism as well as
reference to other. organizations in·
the Cincinnati . community dealing
with alcoholism. He· added that he
would like to see professiona-l
counseling service hours a·t Xavier.
Hoping that the committee will .proceed irito immediate action based
on its clinical ev.idence,
·Kronenberger hopes that t-he effects
of "T.ask. Force on Alcoholism" will
he substantial in the near future. ·

By DON TASSONE ·
Newe SI•H Writer

Whqis.this tree and whatdoes it do?.

' Each year the Xavier Development Office secures monies intended
to fund present and future expenses
due_ to university programs. Abcording to Mr. James Sassen, Vice
President 9f Development and
Public Information, the organization acquires . these non-tuitional
funds by means of two related campaigns.
.
The first·is the current fund opera-·
tion, which procures annual gifts for
the university from corporations and
· alumnLJn addition to this, a second
· type of campaign, the capital fund
drive, seeks tq increase endowments·
give11 the university through pledged
~uppqrts from various foundations.
It is this latter campaign whichtoday
draws special attention.
·Today a new and second phase of
· the Advancement Fund Drive is under way. a drive which from 1972··1974 raised nine million dollars for
Xavier. This second four~year·
program. which is directed toward
the 1981 sesquicentennial of the uni~
vcrsity. will· attempt to be just as
successful and result in additional
funds for -future enterprises.
' Why a C!lpital fund. drive? Mr.
Sassen explains· the reasons are
diverse and numerous. The major
objective is to increase endowments,

but there are many other .thrusts
which entail expenses and attention.
Capital may go toward acquisition
of . new scientific equipment or
toward the different · scholastics
departments in general. A possible
new addition to the library will demand funding, and some money may
provide benefits for Xavier
professorial chairs. The varied
cultural series on campus might be a .
financial target. The construction of
a new school of business administration_ for both undergraduate ·and
graduate students now under discussion would surely need the assistance
of such a drive.
· The· fund works. With no
assistance from tuitional monies, the
Advancement Fund was able to
co1_11pletely pay for the new, multimillion-dollar Paul O'Connor
Sports Complex. Through generous
g1ft support, the expenses were
resolved, at no expense to the student.
·
The De,velopment Office seems'to
broaden its goals each year and has
the staff able to actualize those goals.
Along with Mr: Sassen worl<: Mr.
PaulL. Lindsay, Director of Alumni
Relations; Rev. Edward J. O'Brien ·
Vice President of Special Projects;
and Mr. Joseph G. ~andman, Director of Government \tnd Foundation
Relations..
~

By DON TASSONE
Qr8HIII Editor

.

'

Breen Lodge is now taking applications from women dorm studenis
and commuters for its 1977-78 staff. Anyone interested in this life
across from ·Brockman Hall should contact Peg Dillon at 745-3322 or
any one of the present staffers.

..

..

In a related. down-the-street story, any full time student who is willing to commit himself to the work of campus ministry can now apply
for next year's staff at the Pied Piper House. Call Bro. Bob Schnieder
at 745-3387, Miss Tracy Robson at 745-3201, or the Pied Piper House
at 745-3365 for supplemental information.

•••

George Kennedy, Assistant Dean at Cleveland State University, will
give a presentation here on April 7 for the MBA program at Cleveland
State. The talk will begin at 2:00p.m. in the Regis Room of the University Ceriter.
Kennedy will explain the MBA program and what the MBA major
can expect in regards to starting salary, demand for MBA holders on·
the job market, and the amount of offers made to MBA graduates.

•••

We can truly say we are living in a land of plenty. Everything you
want to buy costs plenty.

•••

The Bellarmine Chapel lending library, which is located in the baptistry, has numerous contemporary works of theology at the disposal
of Xavier students. The library is open after mass each Saturday and
Sunday in case of term papers due Monday. ,

• ••

•

~urse

Mary Lou Patton of Des Moines says she doesn't know why
she lost her job as office manager for a plastic surgeon, but she suproses it may have something to do with her expressed dislike for some
of her duties. They included, according to her unemployment- .
comJ'Iensation claim, tasks such as shining the doctor's shoes, shopping
. for groceries, and holding karate boards at face level while the surgeon
·
hit them with a hand or a foot.
-from The National Observer

•••

Xavier Campus Ministry is seeking a director for the 1977 Manresa
program and is now accepting applications. Interviews will take place
throughout the last week of April. For additional information, contact
Roccina Stellatano at 745-3322 .

children. Our B'i U also sponsors a 15
minute worship service every day at
noon.

BSU has come
·to Xavier
Bible studies, sharing. fellowship, Freedom;" "The Brotherhood of
conferences, retreats, outreach pro- Believers;" and. "Jesus our Friend."
jects.....
.
To many people BSU may be an
They're all part of BSU (Brothers unfamiliar term, since the organizaand Sisters United), a nationwide tion is relatively new in the North.
campus Christian organization that However, the Xavier branch is a part
has formed a chapter here at" Xavier .of a nationwide organization, with
this semester. The purpose of BSU is chapters on over 1000 campuses into lead students to commitment to volving over lOO,OOOstudents. Many
Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord and of these are found in the South:
to nurture them in the Christian faith H,owever, in the last six years over
and fife, according to Robert 300 chajJters have been formed in the
Turner, director.
Midwest, North, · and Northwest.
Turner,- a cooperative education BSU is Baptist-sponsored, but in
student from Ouachita University in Ohio it is very interdenominational
Arkansas, has been assigned to in its approach. The organization is
Xavier by the Southwest Ohio BSU for anyone who wishes to grow into
for the spring semester. Serving as a deep~r walk with Christ.
director of the BSU both at Xavier
The weekly Bible study is presentarid at Raymond Walters College,
,
ly
the heart of the BSU ministry at
his hands are pretty full. However, it
Xavier. Held every Thursday from
wasn't always that way.
12:30 to 1:30 in the Fordham room
"When I first came on campus of the Univ. Center, it is there that
back 'in January, I didn't know a the BSU group is taking shape.
singl~ student or faculty member. All
Everybody is encouraged to openly
I was told was to start a BS U! Things participate in the sharing. ·Most of
were pretty slow back then and the the Bible studies are scripture. weather di~n't help much."
searches on a particular topic.
Turner is quick to point out that
But as the sun began to shine once· BSU has much more to· offer than·
again over the land, so did good for- just .a weekly Bible study.
. tune begin to shine over BSU. With
· the help of a literature table that he
"l.come from a school with an essets up once a week, Turner has been tablished BSU. We have a couple of
able to contact almost 60 students hundred· students involved, with 20
that have expressed an interest in committees ranging from a ptippet
BSU. Weekly .Bible studies are now ministry to a nursing home ministry
being held that have covered such to a Big Brothers and Big Sisters
topics as ''Who is Jesus?;" "Christian program for ·Underprivileged

•• •

The Craft Guild of Greater Cincinnati is once again sponsoring the
Annual Craft Show at the Arts Consortium, ISIS L:inn Street on April
2-29. Gallery hours are from l-S p.m. Monday through Thursday, and
10-4 p.m. on Friday and Saturday. All entries in the show will be oneof-a-kind, handmade, and· originally designed works. There is no
charge, and the public is invited. Call Missy McConnel at 948-1115 for
details.

On the state level, Ohio BSU is
sponsoring a Youth Celebration
Conference in Columbus in April
and a statewide retreat at Seneca
Lake in May. On the. national level,
9SU sponsors two nationfll student
conferences eve.ry August."
A help team sponsored by the
Ouachita BSU recently spent our
days on the Xavier campus to aid in
promotion. Through the medium of
music and one~to~one contact·, the
idea of IJS U began to circulate about
the Xavier campus. ·
What. does the future hold for
BSU at Xavier?
"My main goal is to see a core
groi.tp formed that will want to continue next fall afted'm gone," states
Turner. "We want. to see BSU
become an official campus organization, so we're on the lookout for a
faculty sponsor. It's almost certain
that_ we will open a second Bible
study, probably on M.onday near the
lunch hour~ Some off-campus projects are in the making, and we may
go in with some other campus
groups to jointly sponsor $Orne oncampus projects in the near future.
Since BSU has been approved by
Campus Ministry, the door is wide
open for us."
Turner encourages anyone in-.
teres ted in BS U to either come by the
weekly Bible study, 12:30 to 1:30
Thursday, in the Fordham
Room, University Center, or to call
521.-9246.

An invitation to College Students
and High School Seniors:

•••

There is a Maryknoll
m·issioner in Cincinnati
ready to ~alk ·to -you
about your career as
a missioner overseas.

All women built like Carl Eller are to be heartily commended for
their weight lifting perseverance. But for those not quite so strong, a
self-defense course will be offered from 7-9 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from April 19 until May 12 in the all-purpose room of the
Sports Complex. Anyone interested may call Breen Lodge at745-3322
orsign the sheet at the information desk in the University Center.

•••

The Schott Jesuit Residence is preparing both physically and mentally for the fourth annual party to be held on Saturday evening, April
30. An invitation and tick~t is now being mailed to each Xavier senior.
For further information, contact George Traub, S.J. at 745-3438 or
745-3354.

•••

April 24. 1977 marks the 50th anniversary of Bell.armine Chapel and
with much ado .. A commemorative liturgy at 4 p.m. will be: followed by
a special gourmet meal at5:30 in the Armory. Tickets may be obtained
after mass on Saturdays and Sundays or through John Boxwell at 7453777. The food promises to be more e~oyable than that usually experienced at the cafeteria. Special student prices have been arranged.

From his experience in Maryknoll's Hong· Kong
missions, Father Huvane is qualified to d~scribe the
mission career, and to help you evaluate your pros.pects for success and happiness in it. Mail the
coupon to Father Huvane, or tetephone him to arrange a career interview in the Cincinnati area.

•••

A student makes his bed and has to lie in it; a professor makes his
hunk and has to lie out of it.
·

•••

CPS.-. Another Guinness world record bit the dust this year when a
former Ohio State University student stayed awake for 300 consecutive
hours. The former record. held by a South African housewife, was an
unbroken 282 hours and 55 minutes of wakefulness.
A disappointed Eric Steed climbed into bed after the.l2 and half
day ordeal claiming that he hadn't "(got) to the other side yet." Steed
did not elaborate on what the other side wa·s. but he said his reasons for
undergoing "prolonged sleeplessness was that he was "curious about
other states of awareness."
Steed wasn't able to get much accomplished during his 300 waking
hours other than stare at a live television set and drive around \\'bile
playing with his citizen's band radio. He tried to read and write. but
.
after a few day~. he gave up on those activities.
Warmer weather may bring Steed out for another try at breaking his
o\\"n record. "I feel confined doing this in the winter." be said. "Other
th<in going for a drive in my car.l've bi:en watching the same walls melt
for a long time. !t gets a "little boring."
· ·

:·····················································································~···
T0 Father Jamea Huvline • . Maryknoll
'
.
XUNV
•
Mlaaloners ·
104 Elm Ave. Wyoming, Cincinnati, Ohio 45215 • Phone (513) 761·5._8
Please arrange an Interview for me to discuss my career aa a Ma~knoller.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Black Sunday: artificial climax mars good cinema·
In the past, there have been violent
.The machination is hindered early
movies and there have been violent in the action by an Israeli commando
movies, but even a Sam Peckinpah raid, led by Robert Shaw, on the
fanatic should find good reason to Black September headquarters durflinch upon seeing the film Black ing which one of the Israelis pilfers a
Sunday, currently showing at the tape machine containing a newly
· Showcase Cinemas. Actually, the recorded cassette. Keller had intendviolencethatBiackSundaydepictsis ed the recording to serve as an ex-.
not p a rticu Ia r ly gr a p hie; planation for the still future destrucnevertheless, it is presented in tion of the Super Bowl. The tape is
sickeningly excessive quantities. brought to the immediate attention
Director John Frankenheimer has of the American F.B.I., and the
rendered this fictionalization of struggle to uncover the whens,
Arab I Israeli guerrilla warfare with a wheres, whos, and bows behind the
distinctly American victory-at-any- ominous message begins.
price look which maintains peak inMuch of Black Sunday is excellent
tensity as one wonders who will kiii cinema: The acting is above
or be killed next; Indeed, it would be average, with Bruce Dem giving the
extremely difficult to keep a tally on finest performance of his career as
the number of lives lost during the the psychotic Michael; there is a
film's two-and-a-half-hour running "' nicely handled (albeit, bloody) chase ·
time (calculators tend to overload scene through the streets of Miami;
beyond a certain point). It is to the the musical score by John Williams
credit of its excellent plot and some adds a splendid tension to the action;
fine acting that the film manages to and even if the plot is somewhat conavoid drowning in its own blood- trived, it is brilliantly so. Conbath.
sidering aU· of its noteworthy
Stripped of the gore, Black Sun- qualities, one must wonder why the
day proves to "be a near work of art; film is ultimately such a disappoint'near,' however, is the -operative
word here. What immediately strikes
one about the film is the ease with
which its intricate plot unfolds.
Despite its frequent locale changes
, and involved circumstances,
Frankenheimer manages to develop
his' story in a step-like manner that
keeps the-viewer in total awareness
of the situation throughout. The·
drama revolves around a Black
_ September terrorist scheme to
assassinate the 80,000 spectators in
the Orange· Bowl duri~g a Super
Bowl game. The atrocity is to be a
method of warning the United States
to cool its friendly relationship with
Israel. The unusual choice of weapon
for this plan is the Goodyear blimp
and a concealed explosive device.
Marthe Keller, in her second major film appearance, is excellent as
an Arab leader who has become
allied with an American Vietnam
veteran, Michael (Bruce Dem).
Michael, an experienced fighter pilot
and former P.O.W., is currently
employed quite conveniently by the
Goodyear company as a pilot of its
·· 11liinp. His employers are aware only
of the fact that he is participating in a
government-run P.O.W. reorientation program. What no one besides
he and Black September realize is the
fact that he had betrayed the U.S.
during his time in captivity. As a
civilian, he continues to resent his
country, which, he contends, refused
to recognize him as a hero and is
responsible for the breakup of his
marriage. Politically uninvolved
himself, Michael wiiiingly participates in the plan as an act of
retaliation.
A Publtc
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Tllursda· , April 7, 1977

ment. For despite its good points,
Black Sunday finally fails - miserably. Most ostensibly, what eventually sours the film is its Airport '75
- like climax. The last second salvation scene has become a trifle
overworked in the last few years, no
doubt due to the (please pardon the
expression) sudden explosion in the
popularity of disaster films. Oc- ·
casionally, of course, a director has
enough originality to make such an
ending exciting. A recent case in
point is Steven Spielbers's brilliant
final scene in Jaws. People in real
life, however, are not always destined to. live happily ever after.
Therefore, such hairbreadth
catastrophe prevention more ofttin
than not looks artificial. This fact is
especially true when the 'spinetingling' rescue occurs in midair, as it
does in Black Sunday. Here, the task
is to pull the blimp away from the
Orange Bowl before it and everyone
in the stadium disintegrates. A badly
wounded Robert Shaw is therefore
suspended from a helicopter in an
attempt to attach a tow line to this

flying version of Hiroshima. What Surely this cannot be the effect that
Shaw accomplishes while flying on Frankenheimer intended.
top of the airship would be difficult
It seems that there were two possiat best for an aerial acrobat. How, ble directions for Black Sunday to
then, are we to accept that such a feat take: Either the Arab plot would be
could be achieved by a man whose allowed to succeed, or we would be
major talent is terrorism -especial- forced to fear its perpetrators. While
ly when he has nearly been shot to the former is admittedly undeath just moments before?
r"asonable, the latter seems to be the
Actually, the disappointing en- best choice. However, it is never
ding of this film is ·evidence of a realized. Even the 'good guys' are
deeper and more serious flaw. In revealed early as murderers. What
order for such a climax to have a Frankenheimer has given us then is
maximal effect, there must be some an amoral film. If it were even possibasic good preventins some ble to do so, I do not think that he
monstrous . evil. Granted, watching would ask us to take a stand on it.
80,000 people die simultaneous T~ere does not appear to be any
deaths constitutes a monslrous evil. message in the film; and while it conBut Frankenheimer has failed to tains some excellent actins, it is not a
make his villains truly hateful. chara~ter study. Ultimately, it even
(Somehow, the mere thought of fails as entertainment. So what's the
Laurence Olivier wielding a dentist's point?
drill seems infinitely more wicked
Black Sunday is a good example
than that of Bruce Dern flying an ex- of a movie which originally possessploding blimp.) Moreover, since we ed unlimited potential, but for one
watch their ingenious plan take reason or another, resulted in a
shape from the film's beginning, by startlingly empty viewing exthe end- we find ourselves secretly perience.
·
and ironically rootins for the Arabs.
Tom Fellens
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·"The Merk'': ·enthusiastic, .
high hopes for team, himself
By ROGER ROSENTHAL
Newt Sport• Writer

·"I'm likable, enthusiastic and
sports-minded," says. Tom "The
Merk" Merkle, who owns the second
base position for the Xavier baseball
team.
One thing the Roger Bacon
graduate didn't mention, is that he's
a hell of a ballplayer. That's the kind
of guy he is.

Spring Golf Schedule

'

Date
Fri. AprilS

Opponent
Indiana, Southeast

Mon. April II
Mon. April 18
Tues. April 19
Thurs. Apr. 21-22-23

Bellarmine
Cincinnati - Hanover
Northern Ky.- U.C.
Eastern Kentucky
. Invitational
Miami - Middletown
Gold & White
Invitational
Centre College
Indiana- Purdue
Spartan Invitational
Michigan State
University
Bronco Invitational
Western Michigan
University
Miami - Middletown
Cincinnati

Tues. April 26
.Wed. April 27
Fri. April29
FrL May 6
· and
Sat. Mi>y 7
Sun. May 8
and
Mon. May 9
Tues. May 17
. Fri. May 20

Location
Jeffersonville,
Ind.
.Louisville, Ky.
Home
Away·
Richmond, Ky.
Middletown
Danville

Time

Tom is a junior, majoring in
management, and this is his third
year with the Muskies. Last spring
he batted a measley .353, and this
past fall a "slumping" .333. This spring The Merk is shooting for the
world.
Merkle got started in baseball at
the age of seven. His father was instrumental in getting him interested
in the sport, when he would take him
to see the Reds at old Crosley.

Throughout his years in the game,
his biggest accomplishment was in
1971, when his Babe Ruth team from
Mt. Healthy took 2nd place in the
world, .losing to Puerto Rico in the
finals.
According to Tom, his biggest
asset in baseball is fielding, while on
the other hand he.feels he.needs to be
more aggresive at the plate.
Perhaps the biggest ·thrill to
Merkle, iit playing ·the game, is
meeting people and· making friends.
· "A bunch of us are invited to Terry
Snider's. (last year's 3rd baseman)
wedding,'~ explains Tom.
By the way gals, Tom himself, is
getting married after graduation .. He
didn't say to whom,· but she had
better like· baseball.' · · ·
Along with marriage, The Merk
would like to go pro, but .if that
(fidn't come he'd want to go into the
management busi~ess. "I'm anxious ·

I P.M.

I P.M.
9 A.M.

Indianapolis; lnd;
East Lansing;
Michigan

Tennis team enters DC trip at 3-2,
$luggers in Miami tourney at 6-1
By TERI KRAEMER
. &porte EdiiDr

Kalamazoo! Mich.

After II consecutive ·winning
'seasons; the men's tennis team, un. der . the guidance of Coach Jim
Brockhoff, carry a 3-2 record to
Washington D.C., their big road trip
of .the season, for matches with
Howard, Maryland, and George
Mason.
·

XAVIER UNIVERSITY
SUMMERPROGRAMSABROAD
Information:
Dr. Beigel, Alter 104
AUSTRIA

Brockhoff views this trip as a
valuable experience. He says, "We
have two objectives here - to play
good tennis and to see some sights
the kids have never seen. We want
the educational aspects to be as ·im~
portant as the athletic."

Tel. 745-3665

COLOMBIA Dr. Vega, Hinkle 115
Tel. 745-3628
Summer Sessions Office
Alter 102
Tel. 745-3601

These trips are run on a four-year

cycle so that an entering freshman
would see four different areas ofthc
country. The team has been to
Virginia, North Carolina, Chicago,
and. New· York in the past four years.
•

• ••

Xavier's wins came from· Dayton
((-2), Wittenberg (5-4), and Centre
(9-1). However, X.U.· was defeated
by 8-1 hy both Ball State and lndtana State. ,

•••

Individual- statistics in singles:
Marty Wolf (4-1), Ed DuPay (2-3),
John O'Connor (3-2), Mark McCormick (3-2), Brian Welch (1-4), and
Craig Dowiatt (2-3).
Doubles: Wolf..O'Connor (3-2),
DuPay-McCormick (2-3), Welch-

What's Happening in Sports
BASEBALL

.

Apr, 7, 8, It 9 (Thu.-Sat.)
Apr. 12 (Tues.).
Apr. 16 (Sat.)
Apr. 17 (Sun.)
Apr. 19 (Tues.)
. Apr. 21 (Thurs.)

Miami Invitational Tourn.
Bowling Green (2) ·
Ohio University (2)
Ohio State (2)
Thomas More (2)
Wright State

Away
Away
HOME(2:00)
HOME(2:00)
HOME(2:00)
·Away -

GOLF

Apr 8 (Fri.)
Apr. II (Mon.)
Apr; IS (Fri.) :
Apr. 18 (Mon.)
Apr. 19 (Tues.)
Apr. 21, 22, 23 (Thu.-Sat.)
TENNIS
Apr. 7 (Thu.)

Apr. 8 (Fri.) .
Apr. 9 .(Sat.) , ,
Apr. 21 (Thu.)

• .....

~-

to get out. It's a different way of life,"
says Merk.
Tom has his eyes on the pros; and
a few teams ·have contacted him.
They include the Big Red Machine.
.Could you see an X.U. man taking
over Joe Morgan's job?
H·ere at Xavier, Tom has devoted
his sports time to baseball and football. He received honors in football
while quarterbacking the Roger '
Bacon Spartans. ·
·
· ··
Finally, I asked Merkle what liis .
favoriti; meal is. It was virtually the
same as teammate Jim· Janzen who
was featured last week. You guessed
.
it! Steak and potatoes.
One thing's for sure, Coach Bill
Wolfe sure feeds his players well.
For Tom .Merkle, ·tiis hopes are
high (or'a good reason,'both for him
and. the team, and if anyone disputes
this, they had better have one heck of
a pitch.·

Indiana, Southeast
Away
Bellarmine
Away
Dayton
Away
Cincinnati- Hanover
HOME(I:OO)
Northern Ky. ~ U.C.
Away
Eastern Kentucky Invitational Away
Howard
Maryland
George Mason
Dayton

Away
Away
Away
. HOME (3:00)

Dowiatt
(1-0).

(·2~2),

and Welch-Henseler

• ••

The Miami Invitational Tourna•
ment begins today for the Xavier
baseball team at 4:00, as the M uskies
take on Miami. However, the tournament officially .begins with the
U.C:~Wright State game at 1:00:
Coach Bill Wolffs team carries a
6-1 record, and the season is only
three weeks old.
. Pitching is one of the emphases
this year, as Coach Wolff says, "To
win, we are going to have to get good
pitching, error-free defense and
timely hitting."
Five of ·the seven pitchers
(including relievers) carry whining
records and Ed Williams leads with
three. Mark Hollstegge was tagged
for the only loss, making his record
2•1. (The eigth and ninth victories
came from the exhibition game
against Jackson Community
College;) The. other pitchers of
record are: Jim Broxterman (1-0),
Bill Vitale (1~). and Hal fi'anke(l0).
Xavier's loss came from Dayton in
the second Rame of a double-header,
and the victories from such teams as ·
Dayton (3), Thomas More, and
Wilmington (2).
·

•••

The weekend of April 16· and 17
marks an exciting home s~n.d as ~h~
· Muskies take on Ohio Untverstty,
and Ohio State for the first time.
Both · games· arc double-headers
beginning at 2:00.

.

WHEN IT COMES TO DIAMOND EXPERTISE.
WE'RE COMPLETELY COMMITTED
. We make 'it our business to· know our ~iamqnds.
An·d that's good business. We selecf every
diamond with extreme care. Check each stone
for quality of cut, claritY and 'color. And we'll.
gladly .share our diamond knowledge with you.
Show you· how to select the most beautiful
diamond your money can buy.
DoSCDUNT
TO ALL
XAVIER
STUDENTS

.....

,

.HAea~N

:aa•;;aaoo

Carat Diamond.~ ....... 195
Carat Diamond ......... 295
1 Carat Diamond ·......... 4~5

'I•
.'lz

Zef'f'.
.

center ·

·

·

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

... '

.~

:·:.

·10% OFF

on all service and parts· to

. 605 Race Street
Cincinnati; Ohio

tel: 621-0704

INC.
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X.U. stude'nts and faculty
Vi 1th identification cards.
Xavier Newt

Sen. Schweicker to speak at Food Awareness Week
Food Awareness Week, now .in its
program to combat hunger. Comfinal stages of planning, will take · . Issues lo be discussed.
rimters can make donations at· disOther events include a mintplace on Aprill8-22.
plays in the University Center Lob- .
.h
D -h
h
.
Trying to raise valid questions concert Wit Malcolm ag 1IS y.lt ts not the mtent1ons of the Food
about Americans' _eating habits, the dulcimer recording artist ·.- on the
Food Day Committee has planned a· Xavier Mall, Monday, April 18, at Week Committee to provide all the
program with a·n openminded ap- 1:30: and a discussion of natural answers, but merely to ask Xavier
proach. The week will consist of a foods by nutrition counselor students to consider the questions.
balanced program tocusing upon the Virginia Restemeyer at the. Pied
This program is being fundea
Piper, Monday night at 8:00 P.M. through the Speaker's Committee,
theme of nutrition.
Senator Richard S. Schweicker, ·Presentations concerning the global Student Activities Budget Board,
Member of the Select Committee on aspects of the food problem are in and Campus Ministry.
Nutrition and Human Needs, will be· the_planning stages. The week will be
Help with publicity, canvassing
the featured speaker of the week on culminated in a voluntary fast for the dorms, and staffing displays is
Wednesday, April 20, at 8:00P.M., dorm students, with the cafeteria still needed . .If interested, call Mike
in the University Center Theatre. · donating the money saved to a local Brown at the Pied Piper, 745-3365.
Senator Schweicker is a liberal· ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...._ _ _ _ _.......

TH'E v·ERONA FATHERS

Senator

Republican from Pennsylvania,
known nationally as a potential run.
.
. .
·
ning mate for Ronald Reagan. His other major legislative con· A Religious Society
cerns have included ending the draft,
For the Foreign Missions
lowering health care cost, campaign
finance reform, consumer protecI
tion, and being instrumental in
2104 St. Michael St. I Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 921-1176
reopening the investigation into the
assassination of John F. Kennedy.
We all kn.ow how to make love, but have you ever loved as a
Earlier this year his committee
Christian? Would you like to love not one, but all mankind? Are you bold
· released a report on the "Uietary
enough to devote your life to loving God's poo~est and most rej'ected, as
Goals for the United States." Draw.
i ng headlines in the major
a missionary? A Verona Father?
·
·
newspapers throughoutthe u.s., the
· For further information write:
report questions governmental
Fr. Ken
regulation of American food stan2104
St. M•"chael s·t.
dards. In light of the recent
Cincinnati, Ohio 45204
saccharine controveuy, the right of
Schwelcker
t~e xede~al government to control
1-513-921-1176
~------------------------~t=e~:m:e:r~:ca:n:d:t:'e:tJ:·s~o:n:e:of~t:h:e:m:a~jo:r__~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~·

Caving Club
You may not know it, but there is·
a new club on campus this year- it's
called the Caving Club. Although
caving has been present at Xavier for
many years, this is the first year that
there has been an official Xavier University. Club.
The X.U. Caving Club was
·organized not. only for the enjoyment of Xavier students, but also for
their education.··
Usually, two trips are !lcheduled a
month: one open to . .4nyone mterested (including faculty and
friends), and the oilier only for
members. To become a member one
only has to have a love and respect
for caves, to have been on at least
one trip, and to join the club (dues ar
$2.00 a year). On member trips,
harder caves are visited to challenge
and interest the veteran caver.
The next open trip is.schedu_led for
Sun_!lay,_ApriJ 24,·1977 and all are
,.-.welcome. Shake off the winter
boredom and. come caving! For
further information Call Jean Allen
521-7785. The remaining open trip
this semester is Sunday, May 8.

Your challenge is to form as many words of
four or more letters as you .can by using only
thelettersintheword below. No names, con-

11

Thurldly, April 7, 11177

12

22

3

13

23.

4

14

24

PBAXUTS

McCoy Retires
new dean .sought
. Xavier University is seeking
applications. and nominations for
the position ofDeanoftheGraduate·.
· Sc_hool, effective . September 'I to
succeed Dr. Raymond McCoy.
The Dean J1lports directly to 'the
Academic Vice-President.· Among .
the specific responsibilities are playing a central role in designing and
im-plementing new pro~rams, · establishing academic standards; administering Graduate School.
finances, maintaining close contacts
with individual faculty · members,
students~ administrators, · alumni,
benefactors, · and the public. The
Dean is an ex-officio member of the
University Senate, the Council of
Deans, the Administrative Problems
Committee, and the Committees -of
Academic Rank- and Tenure. · ...
Applicants .must .have an earned
doctorate, successful teaching experience on the graduate _level,
strong administrative abilities in
policy making,· P,~ogr~lll- p_l~nn_~ng,
budget formulation, af!d academic
decision making. The person must
be able to generate continued interest and support for the University's graduate program.
Responses should be sent to Dr.
Don Cosgrove, Chairperson, Search
Committee. Xavier University. Cinti .. Ohio; 45207 ..

tractions, slang or plural words are allowed.
If you can make thirty or more words, you've
met the challenge!

15

25

8

18

26

7

17----

27

8

18

28

19

29

5

20

0

30

When there's ·a challenge,
-quaUty makes ·the difference.
We hope you have some fun with the challenge.
There's another challenge we'd like to offer. you, too.
.·
The Pabst challenge: "
·
"' Wewelco!Jle.the chance to prove the quality of
·our beer~ We challenge you to taste and compare .
Pa~st Blue.Ri~bon to any other p.remium beer. You'll
liKe Pabst.bett~r. Blue Ribbon quality means the best
ta~~ing beer .you ca:r} get. Since 1844 it always has ..
'.~ ·~, ,,~,

r' •

.. ·

•

·,

•

'•

PABSI Since 1844.The quality has always come .through.
''1976.' PABST·BAEWIN,G CO.M~ANY Milwaukee, W<s .. Peoria Heights. Itt.. Newark. N.J .. Lo• Angeles, Calif .. P;,bst, Georgia.
•

r

,#..

•
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Alchobolism Task Force-- a step well taken
The majority of students at Xavier have one thing in common with
those · attending any other university throughout the country:
familiarity with brewed liquids and distilled spirits. In fact, consumption of these fluids is probably the only similarity between otherwise
dissimilar institutions.
.
College students like to drink; some modestly in social situations,
others in excess in any situation, and still others falling between these
·
two extremes.
Concerning alcohol, scientists speak of damaged brain cells and
ravaged liver tissue, psychologists bemoan shattered delicate social
balances, and religious radicals preach damnation and hellfire.
Despite this scientific scepticism and religious fanaticism alcohol
remains popular. Popular enough at Xavier, it seems. to warrant the
formation of a Task Force on Alcoholism.
Alcoholism. Immediately one conjures pat images of skid row
bums, indigents, and otherwise socially unacceptable individuals.
Scrutiny and insight, however, show that alcoholism touches the
zenith of ~ealth, the nadir of poverty, and students at Xavier.

Yes, even students at Xavier. Thoughrai'ethe_occa~ionsonestrolls
the campus only. to stumble over·chronic drinkers passed out_ in the
mall, alcoholism is a part of life at Xavier. A part seperate from, and
obscured by the simple consumption of alcoholic beveraaes.
Immediately the multitude from McCarthy's, 'he thousands from
Tucker's, and the .droves from Dana's will be quick to the defense,
claiming their weekend libations amount to nothing more than a
social experience, and rightfully so. But many are quick to forget that
this social dependence increases the probability of future psychological dependence; drinking to relax, forget, or relieve the
pressures Of Xavier. And this dependence, an alcoholism of sorts, will.
probably continue as one finds the pressures don't stop when one
leaves Xavier. And for a few, psychological dependence has led or
will lead to the ugly mire of physical addiction.
And while at first glance a Task Force on alcoholism may seem a
rather inordinate measure concerned with a future problem, it is a
step well taken toward an awareness and a deeper consideration of
this problem both present and future. ·
·
··

Internship ·programs important· for. today's graduate

ql>inion

RJS

Xavier University, through its liberal arts education, has as its · Xavier, through the initiation of more internship programs, could
highest goal the molding of the ·"idea] man." This goal, expoinidedin ·. gr~atly. increase the liklihood of its st~:~d~nts' gaining employment
the "Profile of the Jesuit University Graduate," is one distinetiV,e. upon graduation.
.
·;_· ~··
aspect of Xavier.
: .·· ·
~ccording to Freund, internship proarams provide not only work
From ancient Greece down through the ages the formation of the.. experience in chosen fields, but also establish credibility and responidealmanhasbeentheforemostpedagoaicalconcern. Untilthetwen-·· sibility in the student, and make the graduate easier to market to
·
· ·
tieth century, however, the few students attending universities · prospective employers.
emerged as well rounded persons and felt secure in obtaining scholarFurthermore, i~ternship programs could help clarify values for the
ly faculty positions or sequestering themselves as writers in order to students by providing first hand experience in the job with which
propogate what they had experienced.
he Ish~ will be permanently involved. Should interest in such employUnfortunately, in contemporary American·society, other positions ment wane, the better to find out immediately, while there is time to
.of importance than educator or scholar require a college degree, and redefine goals.
the majority of those pursuing a 'higher education are doing so with
To ~ate, the internship programs at Xavier are with the English,
visions of obtaining one of these positions. Through economic .Political Science, and ·communication Arts departments. The Acnecessity, practical education far outweighs the achievement of counting department, whose curriculum begs for practical exidealistic goals relatively useless in finding employment.
perience, is finally in the process of planning a massive program with
Xavier, realizing thistrend, has reluctantly established a limited accounting partners throughout the city.
This better-late-than-never push by the Accounting department
number of internship programs, grumbling that the· liberal arts environment and learning for its own sake are being threatened. Some should be emqlated by other departments at Xavier. Programs
see as antithetical the concepts of liberal arts education· and providing practical lab experience for pre-med and science majors,
vocational experience. But this is not necessary;in fact, each should and on-the-:job training for marketing, management, and industrial
be thought· of as working with the other to enhance the concept of the relations majors should be strongly considered.
ideal graduate.
However, initiation of internship programs bears considerable
Ms. Madalyn Freund, Director of Placement, and the ad~ cost, and, according to Freund, the funding available five years ago
ministrator most familiar with the hiring policies of inany industries _ . from interested corporations is now sparse .. Yet, internships are of
and business, feels that today the "great academic experience is not. such vital necessity that lack of funding should not be the primary .exenough" to insure a student desired employment. Also necessary·are · cuse for failing to provide such programs. With a little sacrifice and
extracurriculars, leadership potential, and some type of job ex· ingenuity extensive internship programs could and should become a
perience. According to Freund, industries and agencies want reality at Xavier.
RJS
employees with "a proven track record."
·
·
·
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Anyon!l interested in more infor- proved mail service is to· cod~ ttw~d~
mation about these bills is urged to dress.·
.
•' .··
send a long, self-addressed stamped
The purpose of the postal c~de is
envelope to me at the address below, to increase accuracy and speed mthe
I believe if Fr. Paul O'Connor .
I
mentioning that this letter was read dispatch and delivery of the mail to .
in the Xavier News. Thank· you.
the delivery· areas. An address.code
were alive today, he would be
•
·
Lee Spenc:er ·.~·would give greater' accuracy and
ashamed to have his name on the
new "student oriented" sports·
As we approach another Tax Day
Box 4330 _ speed in the dispatch and ~elivery of
complex. Certainly the man responsi- (April 15), there are a couple of bills
Arl_ington, Virginia 22204 . mail to the address .. By usmg the ad\Jle for operating the complex and 50 ·. pending in the House of Re'presen~ ·
·
· dress code the Postal Service could
reduce operating cost by 50%. This
percent. of those who work there tatives which will be of interest to
hav.e no idea of what Fr. O'Conn.or many students an·d "acuity· o· fXavt··e·r·
·... ·
ductt'on t'n co·st cou.ld be passed.on
re
·
to the mailers
in the form of lower
stood· for, namely, the students!
University.
.
Some 54 millionAmeticaris ate hit
The Nation is dissatisfied with the postal rates. Since June of 1975,
From my standpoint it seems absurd that when they n~me a bu,ilding with an income tax penalty of tip t,o , .postal service' and must wonder if management has been aware that an
afte~ the man who ?Uil_t most of the 20% because .they are .single, or
there is a solution. Yes, ·there is a address could be coded. But, as has
Xav1er campus, 1t 1s the only because they are married with both solution, but the Postal Service been pointed out, management
building on campus that students are partners working. The Committee of Director of the Office of Resources clairns that reduced postal rates,
charged to usc. Fr. O'Co!lnor built Single Taxpayers (CO$T) has been
Management, Mr. J ..· M. William- greater accuracy and speed in' the
cla~srooms and a library for our working for several years to
son, stated that the. solution offers dispatch of mail to the address is not
insufficient improvement to be in the in the public interest.
academic needs as well as a univer- ·eliminate this inequality .. To ·ac.
If the public wants lower postal
sity center for our social needs. To complish this goal, Rep. Ed Koch' public interest.
build a complex for our physical has again introduced HR 850 in the
The first step in improved mail rates, accuracy and speed in the disneeds in his honor was a great HouseWa'ysand-Meii:nsCommittee.. 'service occurred years ago with the p~1 tch and de.livcry to tlw address
Also pending in Ways and Means
coding of the delivery areas (zones). then it appears the public must write
gcstun;, but to charge students is
defeating all that Fr. O'Connor is H R S4, introduced by Rep. Herb The second improvement occurred to their Congressmen to _get results.
Harris, which would make a beginwhen the code was expanded to inH~trvey (;ordon
stood for in his years at Xavier.
I shudder to think about future ning toward income tax. equality for elude the distribution centers. thus,
S26 172nd Ave. N .E.
gcnerutions of students. who will renters, similar to ·what has for so ZIP Code (Zone -Improvement
Bellevue, WA 98008
Plan).. Lo&ically, the final step in imxavier Newa
llnly associate the name O'Connor long been available to homeowners.
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Like a bad penny. • •
by Tom Flynn
A11oclate Editor
The seventeenth-century Jesuits were fan·
tastic men. After all, some of them were in·
volved in the gunpowder plot to blow up
Parliament.
-the Rev. Brian Connolly,
class lecture

Power of the Press Department. As you've
probably noticed, Tony Brueneman has quit
levying his 25¢ towel fee for·students playing
University-funded intramural sports in the
O'Connor Gym. Last week's Special
Negativism Issue Ill took a not-too-veiled
potshot at that policy in an article entitled "In·
· novative Policy Gouges Undergraduates to
Keep O'Costly Center in the Black."
In fact, Tony changed the policy a day or
two hefore the article, based ·on a letter to the
editor by Maureen Dopf and Jane Dorner, hit
the stands ... but well after IM staffers got the
word that a News writer had been assigned to
rework the letter into the Ecchs U. mold, or no
parody issue! ·
· ·
I'm glad to see that policy out of commis·

sion. hut more remains to he done - like
making amends to the teams' who lost games
by default because their players didn't know
to hring quarters. I haven't seen a roster lately,
hut I'll lay odds that the major effect of the
towel-fee policy (aside from raising about $60)
has been to move teams containing large
numbers, of Students Activities and Social
Committe.e personnel one game clo~er to the
playoffs than their less-well-informed com~
petitors. who got knocked off the courts in
droves that first week.
Maybe the whole week's results ought to be
. shelved; if there's no time for the games to be
. replayed~ .. otherwise we'll see yet another example of Uncle Tony "looking out for- his
own" ... and getting away with it. Are you
. reading. Rod'/ ·
Department of Publk Information. Calm
down Mr. Carey, I'm not after you again!!
This is to answer, I hope for the last time, a
question that I've heard a lot this week ...
mainly, why last week's April Fools' outrage
was called "Special Negativism Issue Ill."
Some hearty old timers recalled the first April
Fools issue. put out two years ago under the
editorship of John Lechleiter... but nobody
could remember seeing one last year. ·
Yes, Virginia, there was a Special
Negativism Issue II. But as an editorial explained early this year: it was so negative it
was. never produced.
·
·
. Kudos Department. Heartfelt thanks from
everybody on the News staff to· Ruth Schay
and her faithful elves at Reporter
Typographies. The people at ·Reporter are the
magic genies who take several-score sloppilytyped pages of nonsense each week, and turn
them into the eight pages of neaily-typed nonsense we call the Xavier News. Setting up last
week's issue was a real marathoii·performance
for the Reporter people (about'forty percent
of a typical News is taken up by pre-set ads or
stock graphic elements, while every inch of
last week's had to be made up fresh), but
altogether typical of the kind of moxie we've
come to expect of them.ln my book, anybody

who c:in work with Bob Stegmoyer for a
whole year has qualified for canonilation at
lea~t ·
if not a lifetime subscription to the
U.C. Nc''''·'·Record.
l'ut Out \'our tamp, Piogenes Depart·
ment. \Vhen Dean Rod Shearer announced in
december that a "Security Bulletin Board"
was to he started across from the Bookstore,
some campus pundits were worried that the
hoard wouldn't he entirely truthful. .. that ifa
really serious or embarrassing crime took
place. there trtight be a return to last semester's
policy of secrecy .
Well, I've stopped worrying. A couple
weeks ago, I saw an item on the Security
Bulletin Board which stated that one X. U. cop
came back from a call to find that' his jacket
had been stolen out of the security car, and
two of its tires were flattened. The way I see it,
if they'll admit that, they'll admit anything.
More Clood News for Freshmen Deput•
ment. Well, Class of '80, remember all that
neat literature from Admissions th:1t waxed
e.nthusiastic about Cincinnati's gracious
climate' with mild winters, verdant springs,
pleasant summers, etcetera?
Well; now that our "mild winter" is over, it's
time to hatton down the hatches and brace for
spring. Car owners: now is the time to get
those snow tires off... and see If you can trade
them in on "tornado tires."
lJpc:oming Events Department. Our Man
Flynn is going public! After three years of
bestowing the infamous "Can I Have That
One More Time?" award, my last regular announcement of the winners will be taking
place in just a couple of weeks. Students who
would like to nominate someone for a coveted
CIHTOMT citation should leave their
suggestions in the News office or at the University ·Center Information Desk.
Anonymous nominations will be accepted,
unless you plan to nominate me. And linally ..
Who ever said I was an honest journalist?
As you no doubt expect, my third annual
Gouge Greek Week Column is now in

preparation. Only this year, instead ~f
rehashing it in The Enquirer. I hope to get It
displaved on the side of the Goodyear Blimp.
So he;·e it is. 1he offer of the century- if any
grc •up ·c!t' c·muwned .wulent.N'Oil raise $150.00
to f'CIY lilt' c!f.f' with. witlwut using Student
lio1•emnw11t, Student Activities, or SAA B
/imd.1· (and I'll know the cliflerence). I won't
·ll'rite a "Gouge Greek Week" column this
year.
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Keep in mind, though, that if you pay me I
might not write it. but l~ll sure as heck dictate
it to somebody. But then, who ever said I was
an honest journalist?
For the cheapskates among you, the
traditional round of obscene phone calls,
threatening letters, and kidnap attempts will
he· accepted at the usual address.
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full-time professor of classic~. Before
his retirement as dean of the Arts
and Sciences College, Fr. Felten occupied the position for nine years,
from 1967-1976. As dean he was

remarked Fr. Felten about his new
office. "I do miss my own secretary; I
left her to Fr. Angilella, ·but we're on
good terms."
·
Ancient history and philosophy
are Fr. Felten's favorite subjects, and
he seems to be quite satisfied as a
staff member of a nationally known
classics department. Famous though
Xavier's classics department is, Fr.
Felten still believes it could be improved. "Non-HAB's don't know
how good we are," he opined. "Most
of our courses arc for HAB's but we
do teach so:nc classes for nonHAD's." Scme of these courses are
Mythology. History of Ancient
Rome, Men and Ideas of Ancient
Antiquity. and Latin Literature in
Translation. "We spend a lot of our
time in tutorial courses; we'll have to
toot our own horn more -let people
know what is available. through personal contact as much as possible."
fluent in many languages; Fr.
Felten has lived a rich, meaningful
life: there is yet more he wishes to accomplish.
His goal in life as a classics
As much as he enjoyed his excur- professor is to help others undersion. he is glad to be back. "There are stand thcmsclvc~ as human beings by
very few unmixed blessings and very . understanding the ideas and heritage
few unmixed curses in life," he of great men and women who have
smiled philosophically. "I waspleas- preceded them.
He finds ancient intellectual
ed to go and pleased to come back."
Why, one might wonder, would he. historY ti1scinatinu .."Due to the
. leave a pleasant life of study abroad · Greek.s." he stated>'we western Eu.at Oxford to return to Xavier'! At ropcans have a completely different
this question he grinned broadly. attitude towards life." By studying
"The . classics department needed truth. both litenl and abstract,
me."
myth. and our Greek hcriiage, Fr.
As classics professor he currently
Felten thinks "human beings will
teaches a course in Thucydides for find out what they're about."
HAB sophomores. a History of Latin
Current emph;isis in education is
Literatlm: class for seniors. and a on what is practical. what can be·
class in Vergil .for freshmen and
used in one's job. Education simply
sopht)rnort'S. With Dr. Robert J. . for the love of knowledge is not
Murray. classics department chair- \'alued as it once was. Since Xavier is
man. he shares a course in Roman primarily a liberal arts institution, it
Histury. Fr. Felten also taught. is questionahlt.: whetl::r nr not it can
while dean of Arts and Sciences. at sun·i\·e without eomrromising its
kast nne class each semester.
academic integrity. should the useful
. :\ow he ha' moved from his office cdueation tn:nd :lel·clerate.
in ,\Iter I fall til smalh:r quarters in
'f n Fr. h:ltt•n\ way of thinking.
· '\orth I fal_l. the building on stilts lwwcn:r. the pendulurn is hound to
bc·hind the l'ni\'crsltv Center and ,wing the other way. "Ont• hundred
Logan Chemistry Bu-ilding. Before year' from nm\." he !.tatcd conits eon\cr,ion to office space. :\orth fidently. ".\a\·icr will he here. People
Hall used to he the >tudcnt activities \\ill n:alitc they arc 'human beings
center and. in its en:n mort' distant with mintb Ill he dc\\:loped and will
past. the chemi,try building.
corJH: hack Ill cdu.e:ttion for its o\\'11
"Oh. thi' is lm·ely -isn't it cozy'!" sake."
responsible for the college's quality,
its quantity of subjects, and the hiring and firing offaculty.
"A dean's work is never done," Fr.
Feltim sighed in mock-serious tone
as he paced up and down his office in
North Hall. "He can put in 16-18
hours a day ·in his office, and still he
won't have completed his work. He's
a member of practically every committee, so .you can see how timeconsuming it must he."
~-Last September he visited his old
Alma Mater, Oxford Universtiy in
England, and had, according to his
own admission. "a glorious time."
From September until January '77
he spent his time studying, "soaking
up the atmosphere." and enjoying a
two-week tour on the continent.

a

"One hundred years
from now, Xavier will
be here."

John Felten, S.J.

Staff Photo by RICK BEAGLE
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Julie.
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fiFI.I'. I am a ~raduatc student an~ de~peratcly need
"''mt.•n \\hi• lh·c in uff-campus apartments tn be subjet..·ts in my thesis experiment.
The Ahu\'C C.'-rcrimcnt wnuld only take 10 rilinutes of
time and \\'otlld be extremely helpful to me.
I'I.EASE call Mary. 2.11·1255 after 5 I'.M.
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and die!

Hutch! Eat Mud!
DEAR DE:o;I\Y:NLovcm all Iovern all the long the
slwrt and the Tall:

Wanted: X.U. students interested in on-:iir (and ofr41ir) "nrk for WVXU. Come on down and see Kim
FliCk or huh Gcor[ic. This cnuld he your hi(!chunce.
Sister: Wh:l1 happened in t,ortsmouth Ihat weekend'!
t\nyone ne~ding passengers to Florida and gas money
please call Kathy at .1H06 or Karen and Margoat-3849 ..
I hank you.
l'il~!~oinns arc taking U\'Cr. ask thC nun.
W THOSE WHO OBJEC~~; we tiave""i"he
right to say thc:'>C thinss: well. we (lOt the power. right.

ho1tonku breath'!

·

fOR RENT: One steam rt:'l\ler: It will operate itself. ull
it n~:eds is a linle ~uidance: It has Oatened ramous people like ·-· Jilek Grime. Rod Slurer. Charlie Carry~ut.

('()J>Y: Is your mind npcn'! Or just \·acant'~

Pug!

\\'A R 1\ I SG: College may interfere with your educa·
tinn.

. ·.llselessinc '76

tV pose for t.me .. or two .. but pOse!. :

I.JSI>A: It's· great to ha\·c you hack wilh uS on
rhursdays!
'
·

Former chairman Nyce honored
Fletcher E. Nyce, vice-chairman .chairman of the Xavier Un.iversity
of the executive ·committee for the . ·Board of Trustees. ·He held that
Central Trust Company and the
post since the spring of 1973. Nyce
Central Bancorporation, Inc.,
was the first ·layman to head the
received an honorary doctor of laws
Board in Xavier's 142-year history.
degree from Xavier University, CinHe was among the first group of
cinnati, .Ohio, in a special conlaymen to serve on ·the board,
which until the fall of 1972 had been
vocataion March 23.
Nyce rerP,ntly . stepped down as· composed entirely of Jesui.ts.
IJOC; Your cap a·nd nob are safe and warm with me.
Postvocatively,.lolita.
Mike M: You beautiful. intelligent. hunk of a man. J.ie.
lie. lie . .Julie _ _ _ _ _ _---:-:-:ARENT YOU GLAD the entire staff of this rag is
composed flf Seniors'!
TRACY: Haven't you noticed there"s a man (zclla
somchodyl on your wing every night"!

L:. r.•\1\i ii~ ,. I hal NeuU hive will he coming to you in .
living color -'- . The smegma famil)" - Ronald,
Rttmona. Carl. Larry. Stan: Come and see us at your

.• II

nearest theatre.
ROO: The three musketeers are coming. be prepared:
lggy. Mini·and Moe.

Si~ned

YES FRIENDS. you too can play drop the hall: Yo~
can order your drop .the halt kit hy calling XXXX
Numhcr withheld to protect the innocent.
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It finally comes down to comn1itment. ·
When you don't like a· course, it's hard to excel. The "class gets
tedious. The texts get boring. The lectures .get. dreadful. Your work
suffer~. And so do your grades.
Con1pare that with the courses you really believe in.
You care more. You try more. And without even noticing, you just
naturally do better.
·
It's n·ue in school. It's. true outside of school.
For example, we believe there's jtist one way to brew
Busch beer. The natural way. With natural ingredients.
Natural carbonation. Natural ageing.
·
We believe that's the best way to brew a beer.
And when you believe in what you're
·
doing, you just naturally do it better. .
~~~~
Taste a Busch and we think you'll agree.

BUSCH.

When yo~ believe in what.vou're doing,
.:
you JUst naturally do tt better.
Anh~user·BuSch. Inc. St. loui:s. Mo.

